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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we present our conception of a Flexible Agent Society (FAS), an extension of the
Contractual Agent Society (CAS) idea. Essentially, a FAS is a distributed information system modeling
an agent society, providing agents with the ability to collaborate in order to meet certain common
goals.  In a FAS, unlike the CAS, the agents themselves have control over the workflow processes
and multi-agent conversations that they need to execute in order to meet their common goals.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recent work on agents (an excellent survey of the latest work is provided by Griss [2000]) has
evoked much interest in multi-agent systems. The logical extension of multi-agent systems is �agent
societies"�groupings of agents that come together to collaborate to meet certain common goals
[Dellarocas 2000; Dellarocas and Klein 1999; Minar et al. 2001].  Another type of agent society is an
�e-services ecosystem,� exemplified by the development and deployment of e-Speak [http://www.e-
speak.net/].

In this paper, we investigate the architectural underpinnings of agent societies.  Inspired by the
Contractual Agent Society (CAS) approach [Dellarocas 2000; Dellarocas and Klein 1999], we have
cast this approach in our work on agent-oriented adaptive workflow [Narendra 1999,  2000, 2001a,
2001b, 2001c, 2001d].  Our work provides a sound architectural foundation on which to build a
Flexible Agent Society (FAS).
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In particular, we discuss how security, specifically Role-Based Access Control (RBAC), is
implemented in our FAS; our unique contribution is in specifying how RBAC can be implemented for
adaptive and distributed workflows. The other major contribution of this paper is in specifying how the
transactional aspects of distributed workflow adaptivity are managed in our FAS.

This paper is arranged as follows. In section II, definitions of the basic concepts used are
presented.  The concept of agent societies and the FAS concept are described in section III. In
Section IV, we discuss how RBAC is implemented in our FAS. Section V describes how workflow
adaptivity and transactionality are managed in the FAS.  The conclusions and suggestions for future
work are presented in Section VI.

II. PRELIMINARIES

WORKFLOW

Our basic workflow model is based on the graph-theoretic notions in the OpenPM process model
[Shan et al. 1997]. We assume that each workflow instance is a directed graph W = <N,E>, where
N is the set of nodes and E is the set of edges. Each edge e in E is a tuple of the form <nbegin, nend>,
where the edge is directed from nbegin to nend.

We first define two unique nodes:  START and END nodes.  For each workflow, there will be only
one of each kind. A START node has no predecessor, and an END node has no successor.

The workflow graph is assumed to obey two simple conditions:

� Every node in the graph is reachable from the START node (i.e., there is a path from the START
node to every other node in the graph).

� The END node is reachable from every node in the graph (i.e., there is a path from the node to
the END node).

Nodes are of two kinds:  � work nodes and route nodes. Work nodes are nodes that actually
perform the activities in the workflow.  Route nodes are nodes whose only function is to evaluate rules
(i.e., boolean conditions) and, depending on the result of the evaluation, direct the flow of control to
specific work nodes or route nodes. The rules are represented in Event-Condition-Action  format (also
known as ECA) [Kappel et al. 1998]; these rules prescribe certain actions to be performed upon
receiving an event that obeys certain conditions.

For each work node, we assume the existence of specific data structures that capture the data
flow information with the node. In other words, each node is assumed to perform certain operations
on data and artifacts (e.g., complete a form, collate and summarize data, etc.). These operations,
together with the data flow, define the flow of control throughout the workflow; this is a consequence
of the workflow design.

Edges are of four kinds:  forward edge, loop edge, soft-sync edge, and strict-sync edge. Forward
edges are needed to depict the normal workflow execution, which is in a forward direction. Loop
edges are backward pointing edges that are used to depict the repeated execution of loops. 

The sync edges are quite different. These edges are used to support synchronizations of tasks
from different parallel branches of a loop. There are two types:
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� A soft-sync edge is used to signify a delay dependency between two nodes n1 and n2 (i.e., n2 can
only be executed if n1 is either completed or cannot be triggered any more). This type of synchro-
nization does not require the successful completion of n1.

� A strict-sync edge between n1 and n2 requires that n1 successfully complete before n2 executes.

Clearly, the use of such edges must satisfy some conditions:

� Redundant control flow dependencies between nodes and loops should be avoided.

� A sync edge may not connect a node from inside a loop body with a node not contained within
that loop.

An example workflow graph illustrating all of these definitions is given in Figure 1.  The arcs depict
the flow of the data and artifacts from the START to the END node.

We can also define states for each node, depending on where it is during the workflow execution.
Hence we define the following states for nodes: NOT-ACTIVATED, ACTIVATED, DONE, FAILED,
SUSPENDED.

The definition of these states naturally leads to the conclusion that we can define the state
transition diagram that each node has to obey. Indeed, this means that the state of every node in the
workflow instance is governed by the transition rules in the state transition diagram. This diagram is
given in Figure 2.

Figure 1. Workflow Graph
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Figure 2.  State Transition Diagram

ADAPTIVE WORKFLOW

A three-tier approach to adaptive workflow management was developed in earlier work [see
Narendra 2000].  Essentially, we recognized that a workflow needs to have a schema (i.e., a basic
definition of its structure) before it can be instantiated and executed. Moreover, since workflow is
typically executed in business organizations, it is essential that it meet certain business goals.
Therefore, we see that business goals (essentially arising out of planning) lead to workflow schema
being defined, out of which a workflow instance is generated for execution. (Later in this section, in
the �Adaptive and Flexible Workflow Example� sub-section, an example illustrating all of these ideas
is presented.)

Workflow adaptivity has been identified as basically one of three types:

� Adaptivity at instance level:  here, only the workflow instances need to be modified, perhaps
to make them more efficient, or to make them easier to execute.  The modules that implement
this are:
% Basic Workflow Model:  stores the instances of our workflow model 
% Workflow Change Model:  stores the constructs for specifying dynamic workflow changes
% Workflow Change Verifier:  performs the syntactic and semantic checking for workflow

adaptation
% Workflow-Schema Interface Manager:  interface module that interacts with the Schema Layer

� Adaptivity at schema level:  here, the workflow schema will need to be modified.  This would
arise if certain "ways of doing things" (e.g., developing a product in-house instead of outsourcing
the development) change, and will necessitate radical modifications to all the workflow instances
of the schema in question. The modules that implement this are:
% Schema Handler:  creates, versions and stores the workflow schema
% Schema Migration Manager:  handles migration of workflow instances between schemas and

interfaces with the Schema Handler
% Schema-Planning Interface Manager:  interface module that interacts with the Planning Layer

� Adaptivity at planning/goal level:  here, the goals may have to be modified in response to
changing environmental conditions.  This could cause radical changes in the schema (e.g., a
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change in the outsourcing goals of an organization could result in �going back to the drawing
board� in order to redefine all its workflow schema), which could cause disruptive changes in the
workflow instances. The modules that implement this are:
% Organizational Workflow Repository:  organization-wide repository of all workflow processes

stored in the system; stores the workflow schemas and their instances, and also stores the
goals that led to the creation of the workflow in the first place.

% Goal Specification Module:  through this module, the workflow administrator first enters the
goals that the workflow has to satisfy. He/she can then look into the Organizational Workflow
Repository for reusing any workflows from the past that can satisfy�either fully or partially�
the goals that he/she has specified.

% Workflow Design Module:  with this module, and with the goal and workflow information from
the Goal Specification Module and the Organizational Workflow Repository, the workflow
administrator can design the workflow schema. He/she will then enter it into the Organi-
zational Workflow Repository. The schema will then be transferred into the Schema Handler
via the Schema-Planning Interface Manager, where it will be appropriately versioned and
stored. The appropriate version number is then communicated to the user.

Essentially, the Workflow Design Module is the main module, where the workflow is
defined and adapted by the workflow administrator. This module presents a user interface
through which the workflow administrator can adapt the workflow by specifying the adaptation
as a graph transformation (explained next).

The architecture is depicted in Figure 3.

ADAPTIVE WORKFLOW MECHANISM

Any change to be made on-the-fly to an already executing workflow has to proceed as specified
in the following steps:

� The proposed change has to be specified in terms of a graph transformation (see below for
details).

� The graph transformation is verified using graph queries in the system; if the transformation is
not feasible, the user is notified, and the unsatisfied portions of the query are also transmitted to
the user.

� If the transformation is feasible, the user is informed and the query is executed.

Our algorithms follow.

Graph Transformations

If a change is needed to the workflow definition on the fly, this will have to be specified by the user
to the system via graph transformations. Each graph transformation obeys the following sequence:
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Figure 3.  Three-Tier Adaptive Workflow Architecture

� Specify the sub-graph which needs to be transformed:  this will involve isolating that part of the
workflow, by specifying the beginning and ending nodes of the sub-graph

� Specify what the sub-graph will be after the transformation:  here, the user will have to specify
the new workflow sub-graph that will substitute for the old sub-graph

� Specify the basic operations needed in terms of node addition/deletion and edge addition/deletion
that define the transformation:  in order to get from the old sub-graph to the new sub-graph, the
user will have to specify the order in which the transformation, which is essentially a combination
of node and edge additions/deletions, will have to take place
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Graph Queries

The graph transformation provided by the user triggers certain queries within the graph-oriented
internal representation of the workflow model. The queries that are executed by the system are:

� Checking syntactic correctness and consistency of the transformation (using the graph-theoretic
properties of the workflow model), including:
% All input parameters of a node are supplied before the node is executed
% Nodes from different parallel branches of a loop are not allowed write access to the same

data element unless they are synchronized by a sync edge

� Checking semantic correctness and consistency of the transformation using the ECA-type rules
provided in the route nodes

If the queries are executed successfully, the user is notified and the appropriate changes are
made to the workflow definition. If not, the user is informed as to which queries failed.

Changing the Workflow Schema

Changing the workflow instance on the fly naturally raises the question of whether�and if so,
when�to migrate the new instance onto the definition, so that the workflow schema itself changes.
There are two options here:

� Modify the workflow schema as soon as the new workflow instance is created.

� Mark the new workflow instance as a new version of the old workflow schema, thereby creating
version trees of workflow schemas and their associated instances (as described in Kradolfer and
Geppert [1999]).

For example, if a workflow instance I of a schema S is adapted to I', then one of two things can
happen:

� I' is �rolled into� S, thereby changing S; that is, the same changes that change I to I' are also
effected in S, so that S becomes the schema for I'

' I' is stored as an instance of S-version2, where S is stored as S-version1

TYPICAL USAGE SCENARIO

In order to illustrate how our architecture is used, we sketch a typical usage scenario. We do this
by enumerating the possible reasons for a workflow administrator to adapt the workflow.

(a) Changes in goals:  the goals underlying the currently existing workflow processes may have
changed, necessitating a major change in the workflow schema (for example, the business has
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to be substantially reengineered and repositioned, or the product line itself may undergo a major
change). Perhaps the current workflow schema may have to be discarded and a new one
created, along with its associated workflow instances. This will have to be done at the Planning
Layer.

(b) No changes in goals, but changes in business relationships and environment:  this will
necessitate a change in the workflow schema, since the business models governing the workflow
may have to change, although the overall business goals may remain unchanged (for example,
the workflow may need to be implemented in a distributed fashion, by using sub-contractors,
necessitating a change in the workflow schema). This will have to be done at the Schema Layer.

(c) No changes in either goals or business environment, but the need to improve delivery efficiency
or the need to introduce alternative processes (one such example is sometimes referred to in the
literature as "exception handling"):  this will necessitate a change in the workflow instances only.
This can be restricted to the Instance Layer itself.

Hence we can look at the following typical scenario:

� The workflow administrator perceives a situation in the organization where there is a need to
change some business processes. He/she then determines which of the situations described
above apply.

� If (c) applies:  In this case, only an instance of the workflow schema is being modified. This may
essentially be a one-time exception in order to deal with a special case that was not thought of
earlier. After the workflow process has completed executing, the workflow administrator can then
consider migrating the workflow instance to the new workflow schema version and discard the
old version, should he/she so choose, as described.  This can be done following the rules as
described by Kradolfer and Geppert.  

� If (b) applies:  This could have a serious impact on the business, since business relationships
may themselves have to be rewritten. This will require evolving a new workflow schema, and
ensuring that all future workflow instances are derived from this schema and not the older one.
Again, as described above, migration of the existing workflow instances will have to be decided
as described by Kradolfer and Geppert.

� If (a) applies:  Such a situation would arise if the business itself is being reengineered or
repositioned. In such a case, the most likely response would be to complete all of the currently
running workflow instances (depending on whether they can be completed; - this will have to be
a business decision) and starting the workflow design from scratch for future activities to define
new goals, workflow schema, and instances.

FLEXIBLE WORKFLOW

Traditionally, workflow management has been regarded as being centralized, monolithic, rigid,
and not easily amenable to adaptation.  Once once a workflow process was defined, it was regarded
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as more or less �cast in stone,� to be executed with little change. The advent of adaptive workflow
[Narendra 2001c; Reichert and Dadam 1999] has eased this situation somewhat, but even adaptive
workflow systems are designed with centralized control in mind. However, this does not meet the
needs of most information systems today, where workflow participants need more flexibility in defining
and executing workflows. To that end, we extended the OpenWater idea from Whittingham [1999]
and developed an architecture for what we called �flexible workflow support� [Narendra 2001c],
containing the following ideas:

� Any workflow can be classified to belong to one of the following three �control levels�:  loose,
medium or tight.
% Loose workflows can be defined and started by any user (not necessarily the Workflow

Administrator) in collaboration with the other participants in the workflow. Such a workflow
can adapt itself as much as possible, depending on the need and on the participants.

% Medium workflows are also started by any user, but need approval from the Workflow
Administrator in order to ensure that they adhere to a particular workflow schema. This
approval is also needed if either the workflow instance or schema is adapted.

% Tight workflows are the traditional workflows, which are defined and modified centrally by the
Workflow Administrator. 

� Our extensions to Figure 3 to accommodate flexible workflow support are the following (see
Figure 4 for the modified architecture of the Planning Layer, which supports flexible workflow):
% Logically separate the Workflow Repository for representing and storing these three types

of workflows.
% Have a Schema Discovery Module as part of the Goal Specification Module, which will assist

the Workflow Administrator in observing the execution of several instances of a loose
workflow and then upgrade it to medium level by designing a schema for it; all future
executions of this process will then have to be at medium level, adhering to the schema.

% Similarly, the Workflow Administrator can, using the Goal Specification Module, also observe
the execution of several instances of medium processes and upgrade them to the tight level;
the assumption being that processes that are executed a sufficient number of times can be
better controlled centrally. Hence the Schema Discovery Module can assist the Workflow
Administrator in developing schemas for loose workflows that are deemed to be critical to the
organization, and hence need to be controlled centrally.

% Synchronization and interaction between different workflow processes can also be at the
three control levels, and would depend on the control levels of the individual workflows (i.e.,
they can be either peer-to-peer or centralized interaction).

� Extending this to the distributed workflow case means that there are two categories of workflows,
which can be at different control levels�the overall workflow and its constituent workflows (which
will be executed at different workflow servers)�resulting in nine different combinations for the
three control levels. Essentially they are the following:
% If the overall workflow process is at the loose level, this means that it is defined among the

workflow servers in a peer-to-peer fashion. However, each constituent sub-workflow can be
at any of the three levels, and managing the constituent workflows becomes an internal
matter for the individual workflow servers (which could belong to different organizations).
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Figure 4.  Flexible Workflow Architecture�Planning Layer

% If the overall workflow process is at the medium level, this will need a Central Coordinator
(CC) (similar to that of a Workflow Administrator in a single organization; distributed
workflows are discussed in more detail in section III) that will need to approve the workflow
before it is executed. The individual workflow processes can be at any control level; however,
the CC will again ensure�from the viewpoint of the overall workflow process�that the
individual workflow processes are represented as black boxes with predefined inputs and
outputs, which the individual workflow servers will need to satisfy. The individual workflow
process can be at any of the three control levels.

% If the overall workflow process is at the tight level, then the CC itself is in charge of defining
and imposing the overall workflow process on the individual workflow servers. Here also, the
individual workflow processes are specified as black boxes with predefined inputs and
outputs, and it will be the responsibility of the individual workflow servers to design workflow
processes to satisfy the inputs and outputs. The individual workflow process can be at any
of the three control levels.
˜ Please note that the black box approach towards defining sub-workflows serves to

preserve the autonomy of the respective individual organizations so that they can define
their sub-workflows as convenient; however, the sub-workflows need to satisfy the
appropriate �process interfaces,� i.e., the aforementioned inputs and outputs.

There are two other types of distributed workflows [see Hollingsworth 1995]:

� Chained:  this type allows a task anywhere in workflow A to connect to another task anywhere
in workflow B. This allows only the transfer of a single item of work between the two workflow
environments, which then operates independently in the second environment with no further
synchronization.
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� Parallel synchronized:  this allows two workflows in two different workflow servers to operate
independently, but requires that synchronization points exist between them (typically at route
nodes) at prespecified intervals. For example, workflow processes for components of a product
being developed at different organizations may need to be synchronized at regular intervals, so
that the development and delivery of the components can be �in sync� with each other.

Hence the workflows A and B can be treated as two distributed workflows, and the same logic
for distributed workflows (i.e., the nine cases) will apply here.

Hence the CC in this case is also an adaptive workflow system just as the one described in
section II and depicted in Figure 3, with the important difference that it supports and manages the
overall distributed workflow process, with the constituent workflows being managed by (perhaps
separate) individual workflow servers.

Administration of Flexible Workflows

From the description of flexible workflow given above, it is clear that the workflow administrator
(or CC, as the case may be) needs a process lifecycle to manage all of the workflow processes
effectively. This lifecycle needs to take into account workflow processes at the three different control
levels. Hence our process administration lifecycle has the following steps for any workflow process:

(a) Process creation:  as described above, depending on the control level:
� Creation of loose workflows�by the user directly, who can define the process, and start

executing it.
� Creation of medium workflows�here, the created process is derived from an already existing

schema and executed.  As long as the process conforms to the schema, which needs to be
checked by the administrator�, t can be started and executed by the users.

� Creation of tight workflows�the traditional workflow creation process, performed directly by
the administrator.

(b) Process Synchronization and Interaction:  again, as already described, this would depend on the
control levels of the workflows. This is essentially the nine different cases of inter-workflow
interaction already described (see "Flexible Workflow"); chained and parallel synchronized
workflows will also be synchronized here.

(c) Process maintenance:  this is an ongoing activity that involves the following:
� For loose processes, this would mean workflow instance monitoring, schema discovery, and

history management
� For medium and tight processes, this would mean schema monitoring, history management,

and adaptivity management as per the three-tier approach

(d) Process completion and archiving:  here also, history management is needed for storing the
results of process execution.

(e) Process upgrade:  if a loose workflow has been implemented a sufficient number of times  (how
much is sufficient is a business decision for the Workflow Administrator),  then there may be a
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need to upgrade it to medium level by determining its schema from the various process
instances. The Workflow Administrator may decide that this workflow has �matured� sufficiently
enough so that it can be better controlled centrally. For medium level processes, this can also
involve upgrading to tight level by linking the schemas to the process goals. The idea behind this
upgrade is that the workflow is now sufficiently well understood and can be more tightly controlled
by the Workflow Administrator or CC.

ADAPTIVE AND FLEXIBLE WORKFLOW EXAMPLE

In this section, we reproduce the simple yet non-trivial example for flexible workflow described
in Narendra [2001c].  This example will not only illustrate flexible workflow, it will also illustrate how
instance, schema, and (to a limited extent) planning level workflow adaptation can take place.

This example is derived from the personal experiences of the author and his relatives at an
insurance company (specifically in the case of processing motor vehicle accident insurance claims).
Let us assume this insurance company has to process several insurance claims. If the insurance
claims workflow is regarded as a loose workflow, there could be several ways in which it is defined
and executed. Let us assume that four different people in the insurance company define it in the
following four ways, starting with Instance #1:

Figure 5.  Instance #1

Instance #1 is, therefore, a simplistic way in which the insurance claim can be processed. This brings
us to Instance #2:
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Figure 6.  Instance #2

In Instance #2, on the other hand, the logging of the claim and the prompting of the insurance
investigator are done in parallel, presumably to save time, whereas Police and Lawyer verification are
done sequentially. We now come to Instance #3:

Figure 7. Instance #3

In Instance #3, the investigator feels the need to check whether the information provided by the
customer is sufficient and accurate, introducing extra processing steps in the workflow.
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Figure 8.  Instance #4

Instance #4 is an improvisation of Instance #3, in that some amount of parallelism is achieved
(as in Instance #2).

Hence, depending on the number and business utility of these disparate workflow executions, the
workflow administrator may decide to upgrade the workflow to medium level by developing the
following schema for it (here, it happens to be the same as Instance #3; in the general case, it could
be a combination of one or more instances):

Figure 9.  Schema
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The overall structure of this schema could be described as follows:

� The claim should first be logged into the computer before it is sent for police and lawyer
verification.

� The information should be checked for sufficiency before further processing.

� The "Get More Information from Customer" task could be a (probably complex) sub-workflow in
itself, and may need to be outsourced to another organization. If that happens, then our overall
workflow would become a distributed workflow, and the "Get More Information from Customer"
sub-workflow would again have to be defined and executed in a (probably) separate workflow
server in another organization.

� The "Police Verification" and "Lawyer Verification" tasks could also be "bundled" into a separate
sub-workflow, and outsourced to another organization.

Hence, once the workflow is upgraded to medium level, any employee of the insurance company
can define a new instance of this workflow, as long as it adheres to the schema by obeying its overall
structure.  The workflow administrator can check whether this adherence is achieved before
approving the workflow instance.

Later on, the workflow administrator can upgrade the workflow to the tight level by imposing the
following constraints on the workflow participants:

� All insurance claims to be completely processed within two weeks.

� Complete information to be provided to the customer about the decision (accept or reject)
regarding the insurance claim.

Sync Edges

This example would not be complete without a short note about the sync edges shown in
Instance #1, Instance #3, and the Schema. The sync edge, which connects the Police Verification
task to the Lawyer Verification task, could be either soft-sync or strict-sync:

� If it is soft-sync, then the Lawyer Verification task is supposed to start only after Police Verification
starts.

� If it is strict-sync, then the Lawyer Verification task is supposed to start only after Police
Verification ends successfully.

Hence the appropriate sync edge would be used, depending on the business need.
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SECURITY AND ROLE-BASED ACCESS CONTROL (RBAC) IN WORKFLOW

The most well-known approach to security management has been the Role-Based Access
Control (RBAC) model [Sandhu and Samarati, 1994]. This model allocates access rights to users
based on the roles that they perform in the organization. Roles can also be organized in a hierarchy,
typically a partial order. In this hierarchy, roles at a higher level are assumed to �inherit� the access
rights of roles at lower levels in the hierarchy, in addition to the access rights they already possess.

In addition to this hierarchy, constraints can also be defined on how these access rights are
granted to particular roles.  Some of the most common constraints are separation of duty constraints,
which are of two types:

� Static Separation of Duty (SSOD):  these constraints impose static restrictions such as �the role
R cannot have access rights A1 and A2 simultaneously.�

� Dynamic Separation of Duty (DSOD):  these constraints impose dynamic restrictions such as �if
role R1 is executing a task T1, then R1 cannot execute task T2.�

In other words, SSOD constraints can be evaluated without executing the workflow, whereas
DSOD constraints evaluation can only be performed at run time. Hence, in Sandhu and Samarati, the
RBAC model has itself been modeled as a partial order lattice as depicted in Figure 10.  

� RBAC0�the basic RBAC model
� RBAC1�RBAC0 with role hierarchies
� RBAC2�RBAC0 with constraints
� RBAC3�combination of all of the above

Figure 10.  RBAC Lattice

An RBAC3-compliant version of RBAC is presented in Nyanchama and Osborn [1999], which also
presents a three-tier security model, consisting of user-group assignments, user-role assignments,
and role-privilege assignments. The unique features of this model are the following:

� The notion of �direct privileges� (privileges that are owned solely by the role) and �inherited
privileges� (privileges owned by roles that are junior to the role in question).
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� Algorithms for role management (i.e., role addition and role deletion) and addition/deletion/
modification of privileges associated with a role.

Privileges, which are also synonymous with the term �access rights� in the security literature, are
essentially authorizations or powers given to individuals in organizations based on their role and
position in the organization. For example, a Vice President (VP1 and VP2 in Figure 11) role could be
authorized to approve purchase requests up to $200,000 at a time, whereas a Project Leader (L1
through L4 in Figure 11) could be authorized to approve only up to $10,000 at a time.

Several conflicts can arise in this model:

� Role-role conflicts:  assigning two conflicting roles to a user; for example, a person cannot simul-
taneously perform the roles of approving and implementing a payment request process, since this
could potentially cause a �conflict of interest� situation.

� Privilege-privilege conflicts :  assigning two conflicting privileges to a role.

� User-role assignment conflicts :  assigning a role to a user who is not allowed to play that role.

� Role-privilege assignment conflicts :  assigning a privilege to a role which is not allowed to access
that privilege.

A sample Role Graph is presented in Figure 11.  Every Role Graph has two "dummy" roles,
MaxRole and MinRole, that are the senior and junior, respectively, of all roles. The numbers next to
each role are the direct privileges of that role. For example, for VP1, the direct privileges are {9,10},
whereas the inherited privileges are {1,2,3,4,5,6}, which consists of the direct privileges of all roles
reporting (directly or indirectly) to VP1.

Figure 11.   Role Graph
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The following algorithms for Role management are provided in Nyanchama and Osborn:

� Role Addition with only direct privileges:  a role is added to the Role Graph along with only its
direct privileges.

� Role Addition with inherited privileges:  a role is added to the Role Graph along with its direct and
inherited privileges.

� Role Deletion:  a role is deleted from the Role Graph; this would also involve either deletion or
re-allocation of the direct privileges associated with the Role.

� Privilege Addition:  a privilege is added to a Role.

� Privilege Deletion:  a privilege is deleted from a Role.

� Edge Insertion:  a new reporting relationship between a Role and one of its Senior Roles is added
(i.e., a person playing the Role is made to report to a person playing the Senior Role in the
organization). Hence the Senior person will inherit all the privileges available to the Junior person.

� Edge Deletion:  a reporting relationship between a Role and one of its Senior Roles is deleted
(i.e., a person playing the Role no longer reports to any person playing the Senior Role in the
organization).

All Addition algorithms also contain steps for checking for the four types of conflicts described
above, and abort with an error message  when a conflict is detected. The algorithms also incorporate
mechanisms for detecting cycles in the Role Graph, in which case they abort with an error message.

Thomas and Sanders [1997] present a security model for workflow called Task Based Authori-
zation Control (TBAC).  This model specifies, in a manner similar to that of RBAC, the tasks that each
role is authorized to perform. A lattice structure similar to that of RBAC (i.e., TBAC0 through TBAC3)
is also presented. This is taken further by Cholewka et al. [2000], who present a mapping between
RBAC and a similar TBAC-like model.  In essence, TBAC works by setting users� access rights either
at workflow definition time, or at workflow execution time before the workflow task is executed.

SECURITY IN ADAPTIVE WORKFLOW

As we have seen above, most of the existing secure workflow models do not take into account
the fact that workflow can be adaptive. Since all workflows are assumed to be highly adaptive, we
have developed a three-tier RBAC-based security infrastructure [Narendra 2001d] that mirrors our
three-tier adaptive workflow architecture.  Thus:  

� At instance level, role-task assignments will be modified.

� At schema level, user-role assignments will be modified.

� At planning level, global SSOD and DSOD constraints will be modified.
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The assumption behind this infrastructure is that, in most organizations, user-role allocation is
considered to have more impact on the organization than role-task allocation. For example, making
a person a Vice President could significantly enhance his/her payment approval privilege and
subsequently impact on the organization, whereas adding a task to a role would only enhance the
significance of that one role. Of course, this may be an over-simplification in many cases, but this
model provides one way to effectively manage security-related inconsistencies that could arise due
to workflow changes.

A brief sketch of the algorithm follows [the algorithm is given in detail in Narendra 2001d]:

� Assume an initial role-task and user-role allocation in a workflow, and the existence of a Role
Graph for the workflow as depicted in Figure 11.

� At the most elementary level, any workflow adaptation is a combination of either a task deletion
or a task addition:
% If a task is deleted, and if other tasks are �brought forward� in order to take advantage of the

task deletion, then all of these tasks belong to the Modification Region (MR) (i.e., those tasks
that are affected by the workflow change).

% If a task is added, this could affect the tasks following the added task. Also, any other tasks
that have to be performed in parallel with the added task may be affected if these tasks have
to be executed by the same user(s) who are authorized (as per the Role Graph) to execute
the added task. Hence these tasks also become part of the MR.

� For each task in the MR, the following steps are executed:
% If the task can be done by the currently assigned user, then the search ends, and we move

on to the next task in the MR.
% If not, then we move up the Role Graph, and check whether any senior of the assigned user

can execute the task. If so, the search ends and we move on to the next task in the MR. If
not, then we check among the juniors of each of the already checked seniors of the user in
question. This continues recursively upward in the Role Graph, starting at each of the seniors
of the user in question, until the MaxRole role is reached. Of course, any time an available
user is found, the search ends.

% If still not, then we check among the juniors of the user in the Role Graph. This is basically
a �mirror image� of the search among the seniors, thus: at each junior, the seniors of the
junior are also checked, and this also proceeds recursively down the Role Graph, until the
MinRole role is reached.

% Also note the following:
1. At every step of both the senior and junior searches, we pay attention to the SSOD and

DSOD constraints. If a suitable candidate is found such that no global SSOD or DSOD
constraint is violated, then that candidate is assigned to the task. If, after the entire
search has been completed and no suitable candidate is found, then the algorithm aborts
with an error message to the Workflow Administrator.

2. Whenever a potential user is checked and rejected, that user is automatically flagged.
Later in the search, when searching among either juniors of seniors, or seniors of juniors,
this flag helps in eliminating the need to search the same user again.

If the workflow change is supposed to be at schema level, then the modified allocation is made
permanent. For a workflow change at instance level, this modification is temporary and applies only
to that particular instance.
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AGENTS

Currently, there is not much consensus on what an agent is, and many definitions abound. For
our purposes, we will combine the following definitions:

� MASIF [1998]:  "An agent is a computer program that acts autonomously on behalf of a person
or organization."

� Griss [2000]:  "an autonomous software component that interacts with its environment and with
other agents." 

Hence we define an agent as "a software component that acts autonomously on behalf of a
person or organization, and is also able to interact with its environment and with other agents."

Agents can be characterized as "weak" or "strong" agents [Wooldridge and Jennings 1995].
Weak agents possess the following characteristics: autonomous (having goals and plans for
achieving them), social (can interact with other agents and their environment), reactive (can perceive
their environment and respond to changes that occur), and pro-active (affect their environment rather
than passively allowing their environment to affect them). In addition to the above characteristics,
strong agents also possess the following characteristics: mentalistic notions (have beliefs, desires,
and intentions), rationality (can reason about their actions and perform actions which further their
goals in line with their beliefs, desires and intentions), learning (have the ability to learn from their
actions and their environment and other agents). In this paper, we restrict our attention to weak
agents, since it is sufficient for our FAS that the agents be autonomous, social, pro-active, and
reactive.

A seven-axis characterization of agents can be found in Griss and has the following dimensions:
adaptability, autonomy, collaboration, intelligence, mobility, persistence, and personality/sociability.
For our purposes, we require our agents to have high adaptability, autonomy, collaboration and
persistence, since these are essential requirements for agents in our FAS. The other three axes, i.e.,
intelligence, mobility, and personality/sociability, are not applicable for us, since we are concerned
with weak agents. 

The Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents (FIPA) has been developing standards for agents
and multi-agent systems. Their reference architecture for agent platforms is accessible from
http://www.fipa.org/specifications/index.html.

There are many interesting linkages between workflow and agents, which we will be exploiting
in this paper [Griss 2000]:

� Agents can collaborate to perform a workflow, e.g., telecom provisioning, service provisioning,
scheduling.

� Agents can be used to make workflow more intelligent, e.g., by adding negotiation, reasoning, or
decision points.

� Workflow can be used to coordinate a set of agents, e.g., application management.

� Workflow can be used to coordinate interaction between people and agents, having agents
delegate to people or other agents, e.g., a telecom management system alerting a human
operator, or assigning a repair or provisioning engineer.

http://www.fipa.org/specifications/index.html
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For our purposes, we recognize that the first two linkages represent agent-enhanced workflow
(using agents to enhance workflow systems, i.e., agents representing workflow systems) and the last
two represent agent conversations (i.e., using workflow concepts to model agent interactions in multi-
agent systems). Agent-enhanced workflow will be used to define what we will call "macro-workflow"
and agent conversations will be used to model what will be termed micro-workflow.  Hence macro-
workflow will model adaptive workflows, whereas micro-workflow will model multi-agent interactions.

MULTI-AGENT INTERACTIONS

Distributed Flexible Workflow and Multi-Agent Interactions were integrated into our three-tier  in
earlier work [Narendra 2001a], called AdaptAgent.  Its its salient features are:

� Distributed flexible workflow is used for executing the distributed business processes.

� Agent technology is used to provide the necessary automation of decision-making tasks that
influence the execution of the business processes.

� The multi-agent interactions/conversations (i.e., micro-workflows) are modeled as single tasks
within the flexible workflows (i.e., macro-workflows) with predefined entry and exit criteria. Within
a micro-workflow, its related macro-workflows are represented within these entry and exit criteria.
Hence AdaptAgent supports two types of distributed workflows, with the following characteristics:
% A micro-workflow is defined after its respective macro-workflow has been created. As

explained above, the micro-workflow is a conversation conducted by the agent executing the
macro-workflow jointly with the other agents involved in the conversation. The conversation
is started after the predecessor of the task representing the micro-workflow has successfully
completed. After the conversation is completed, the agent will then resume its macro-
workflow execution from the successor of the task representing the micro-workflow. This will
be the same for every other agent participating in the conversation. Naturally, the outcome
of the conversation could determine the course of the future macro-workflow executions of
the agents, as per the macro-workflow definitions.

% Hence, macro- and micro-workflow processes can be adapted relatively independently of
each other; however, when a macro- (resp. micro-) workflow is adapted, the effect of the
adaptation on its related micro- (resp. macro-) workflows will need to be considered before
going ahead with the change. This is done as follows:
˜ If the change is to a macro-workflow instance or schema, then the affected micro-

workflow instance or schema will be syntactically and semantically checked. If, as a
result of this, a change in the micro-workflow schema is needed, then it must also be
adapted as per the procedures described earlier.

For example, a change in the manufacturing workflow (which is a macro-workflow)
of an automobile component among a prime contractor and its sub-contractors could
trigger changes in the multi-agent negotiations (i.e., micro-workflow) needed for the
procurement process.

˜ If the change is to the micro-workflow instance or schema, then if there is a
corresponding change in its input or output to any of its related macro-workflows, the
macro-workflow may also need to be modified as per the procedures described earlier.

For example, a change in the multi-agent negotiations (micro-workflow) among the
aforementioned prime contractor and its sub-contractors could alter the schedules of the
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associated manufacturing workflow (macro-workflow), resulting in the manufacturing
workflow itself having to be adapted in order to meet stringent delivery deadlines.

% Macro- and micro-workflows can be at different control levels; however, this should not
cause any issues, due to the highly modular way in which the micro-workflows have been
modeled as black boxes within macro-workflows. Hence, both the macro-workflow and
micro-workflow are created, and their adaptivity managed, just like the overall distributed
workflow process and its constituent workflow processes as described earlier.  This is
because both types of workflows will have components that are executed by different
agents representing individual workflow servers. The only major difference is that the
micro-workflow is created after the macro-workflow is created.

% Agent Communication Languages (ACLs) such as KQML [Finin et al. 1997] can be used
for implementing the multi-agent conversations. Each edge in the multi-graph represents
a performative sent by an agent to its recipients, which would either be a broadcast
message to the recipients, request for information, reply to an earlier message, etc.

Figure 12 presents a graphical depiction of macro- and micro-workflow using a (highly simplified)
example. As per our definitions, the multi-agent negotiation (depicted in italics) with the sub-
contractors will determine which sub-contractor will develop which component. The outcome of this
negotiation will have an impact on the subsequent macro-workflow processes �Obtain components
from sub-contractors� and �Final Assembly.�

Figure 12.  Micro- and Macro-Workflow Example

III. FLEXIBLE AGENT SOCIETIES

In this section, we describe our understanding of a Flexible Agent Society and how it would
function using the basic concepts described in section II.
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INTRODUCTION

A Flexible Agent Society (FAS) is envisioned as a collection of agents, collaborating with each
other in order to execute common business processes that meet certain business goals. It could also
be described as a virtual organization or an e-services ecosystem.  The FAS is an extension of the
Contractual Agent Society idea [Dellarocas 2000; Dellarocas and Klein 1999].  The main difference
is that, in an FAS, agents are free to form collaborations/associations with each other and define and
execute common workflows.

Hence the FAS provides the following functions (the appropriate services provided by the FAS
Administrator, who plays a role similar to that of the Central Coordinator described in section II,  is
given in italics):

� There is a facility for admitting members into the society in an orderly fashion, i.e., there are rules
and procedures for this (registration, reputation [Dellarocas 2000; Dellarocas and Klein 1999])
so that only the �right� members are admitted and in the �proper� manner.

� Members of a society can �discover� each other in case they want to transact business with each
other  (matchmaker [Dellarocas 2000]).

� Once discovered, the FAS Administrator facilitates negotiations among the members in order to
reach an agreement about how to interact, and at what cost to each society member (negotiation,
loose workflows, and multi-agent conversations). Sometimes, the society itself may
recommend/mandate certain procedures to be used (medium and tight agent-oriented adaptive
workflow). 

For example, the FAS Administrator can mandate a certain shipping workflow to be used for
transportation of products between members who decide to form a collaboration under the
auspices of the FAS. The FAS Administrator can also mandate only a certain type of auction (say,
English Auction) as the micro-workflow to be used by all FAS members.

� Collaborations between the society members can also be defined in terms of a common goal that
needs to be met, and also in terms of �contracts� [Dellarocas 2000], which are essentially
commitments that each agent makes toward the Society (planning layer of Figure 3, goal and
risk-based planning [Narendra 1999]).

� The FAS Administrator also monitors interactions between the members, measures their
effectiveness based on certain predetermined parameters, and uses this information as historical
data for simulation and planning and for scheduling of future collaborations (Admin Module,
Simulation and Modeling  [Minar et al. 2001]; planning layer of Figure 4).

The conceptual architecture of our FAS is presented in Figure 13 (the red colored arrows depict
the usage scenario described below):
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Figure 13.  Flexible Agent Society:  Conceptual Architecture

The registration (not needed for members already registered), matchmaker, and reputation services
as described in Dellarocas are useful for our FAS, and we will incorporate them into the Interaction
Layer. The matchmaker service will, upon request from a client agent, find the appropriate agents
meeting the client agent's requirements. The reputation service basically monitors the extent to which
the member agents have fulfilled their goals and contracts, and assigns "trustworthiness values"
(based on Quality of Service parameters, security constraints, etc.) to the member agents.  This
service can also implement Role-Based Access Control (RBAC) mechanisms, such as ensuring that
participating agents meet certain necessary security constraints for the needed collaboration. In other
words, the Interaction layer will be used by the society members (i.e., participating agents) to get
admission into the society, discover each other, and form collaborations. As part of the collaboration
process and based on the goals, the agents create the following:

� Contracts, which are commitments made by the agent toward the society and the collaboration.

� The workflows�both macro and micro�that they will follow as part of the collaboration. This can
be at either loose (peer-to-peer defined), medium (peer-to-peer but with approval from the FAS
Administrator) or tight (defined by the FAS Administrator). The inputs for this will come from the
Reputation service, via the Planning & Scheduling and the Goals & Contracts modules.
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Once this is done, the agents start executing their workflows and conversations, with the help of
the Agent-oriented Workflow Layer. The Schema and Instance modules are functionally the same
as the Schema and Instance layers of our three-tier architecture described in section II (the
functionality of the Planning layer will be subsumed by the Admin module in Figure 13), hence
adaptivity can also be managed in the same way. The results of the workflow executions are sent to
the Monitoring & Simulation module, which uses it for monitoring the workflow execution and alerting
the agents and the FAS Administrator in case of problems. This data is stored in the Repository, and
the Monitoring & Simulation module also uses this data for building simulation models of the
workflows and conversations. These simulation models can be used by the Planning & Scheduling
module for planning and scheduling similar workflows and agent conversations in the future.

The flexibility in our FAS architecture arises from the fact that sufficient social control (as
described in section 1 of Dellarocas) is addressed by imposing basic requirements via the Reputation
service, such as Quality of Service (QoS), security constraints, etc. However, the participating agents
are free to choose with whom they will collaborate, and also the manner of their collaboration. Even
for those workflows at tight level, the choice of handing over control to the FAS Administrator can be
made freely by the agents themselves. Hence our approach provides a sound architectural foundation
for building an FAS and realizing the CAS vision of Dellarocas.

In the remainder of this paper, we focus on two of the essential aspects of an FAS:  RBAC and
Transactionality of Distributed Adaptive Workflows.  In section IV, we describe our distributed RBAC
mechanism, and in section V we describe how transactional aspects of distributed adaptive workflows
are managed in our FAS.

DISTRIBUTED WORKFLOW MANAGEMENT IN FAS

Distributed workflow management in our FAS is performed at the Agent-oriented Workflow layer,
thus:

� The mechanism for managing distributed workflows among the different hierarchical levels is
essentially the same as described in section II. Typically, the overall workflow would be defined
by a global FAS administrator (or any workflow starter, if the workflow is at loose or medium
control level�this could be one of the participating organizations, which is one of the FAS
members), who would then "delegate" sub-workflows to other participating organizations for
execution. (Henceforth, we refer to the individual defining the workflow�either the workflow
starter or workflow administrator�as "workflow definer".)  This way, we could have a delegation
hierarchy of organizations, where a delegating organization Od is defined to be superior (i.e., at
a higher level in the hierarchy) of the organizations to which Od does the delegation.

� As described in section II, we restrict the role of the overall workflow definer to defining only the
overall workflow in detail; individual sub-workflows are merely specified as black boxes with
prespecified inputs and outputs, and it is left to the respective organization to define the sub-
workflow satisfying the inputs and outputs.

� However, care should be taken to ensure that an organization at a lower hierarchical level does
not delegate a sub-workflow to an organization that is either at the same level or is its superior
in the hierarchy. This will prevent "circularity" in distributed workflow definition.
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� We accommodate chained and parallel synchronized workflows in the following manner:
% A workflow can be "chained" or "parallel synchronized" only with a workflow that is not at a

higher level in its hierarchy
% The workflow definers of the respective organizations that are executing the chained or

parallel synchronized workflows, will need to define and manage them together

IV. DISTRIBUTED SECURITY AND RBAC IN FAS

RBAC FOR FLEXIBLE WORKFLOW

The RBAC and Role Graph models introduced in section II need to be enhanced for Flexible
Workflow (i.e., where the person who creates and starts a workflow is not the workflow administrator).
Hence, for a loose level workflow, a different Role Graph may need to be maintained. The MaxRole
for this Role Graph will be the workflow definer. For a medium level workflow, the MaxRole will be
shared by the workflow administrator and workflow definer, with the workflow administrator being able
to override the decisions of the workflow definer. For a tight level workflow, the model will be the same
as in section II.

Hence for loose level workflows, our RBAC model will operate more like a discretionary access
control (DAC) model, where the workflow definer is given discretionary administrative privileges for
his/her workflow [Osborn et al. 2000].

RBAC FOR FAS

Here, we will essentially have several agents (belonging to different organizations) collaborating
with each other to execute a distributed workflow. Hence we will need to extend the RBAC and Role
Graph models thus:

� At the global level (i.e., the overall workflow), there will be an Overall Role Graph, with each
organization possessing a role (with its associated direct and inherited privileges). The workflow
definer will, by definition, possess the MaxRole role.

� Each role in the overall Role Graph will map to a role in an Organizational Role Graph, where the
equivalent organizational role (for the sub-workflow assigned to the organization) will be stored
in the Organizational Role Graph. The Organizational Role Graph will be maintained by the
respective organization.

� In the case of distributed workflows at several hierarchical levels, i.e., if the organization itself
subcontracts its assigned workflow tasks to other organizations, the Organizational Role Graphs
are recursively created and maintained down to the �leaf� level in the hierarchy.

� If the overall workflow is at the loose level, then the workflow definer can assign specific
organizations to the tasks or sub-workflows that make up the overall workflow (i.e., role-task
assignment at the global organizational level).  If the overall workflow is at medium control level,
then these assignments need to be approved by the FAS Administrator before they become valid.
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If the overall workflow is at the tight level, then the assignments can only be done by the FAS
Administrator. Of course, within an organization, the authority for user/role and role/task
assignment will rest on the workflow definer of the sub-workflow (the workflow definer in cases
of loose or medium workflow, and the organization�s workflow administrator in cases of tight
workflow).

� For chained workflows, the respective participating organizations would need to communicate
to each other the tasks at which the chaining will take place, along with names of the appropriate
users executing the tasks, so that they can be managed together.

� For parallel synchronized workflows, the synchronization points have to be defined by the
respective workflow definers of each organization while defining their respective sub-workflows,
so that they can be managed together.

� Separation of duty constraints, whether SSOD or DSOD, can be specified as global policies and
constraints at the overall workflow level; at any hierarchical level, each organization would also
have its own SSOD & DSOD constraints

We are, therefore, logically extending the ideas from section II for implementing distributed
RBAC. One point to note is that our approach, as recommended in Kang et al. [2001], achieves the
important separation of the workflow-specific and organization-specific security infrastructures.

In the next section, we will describe how distributed RBAC is managed in the presence of
adaptivity.

V. DISTRIBUTED WORKFLOW ADAPTIVITY AND TRANSACTIONALITY IN FAS

In the previous section, we defined RBAC implementation for flexible workflows in our FAS.
However, since flexible workflows are expected to be highly adaptive, we need to consider how best
to incorporate adaptivity�and by extension, transactionality�into our model. 

At the most elementary level, any workflow change�either at schema or instance level�involves
a combination of the following atomic operations:

� Deletion of a task
� Addition of a task

For either schema or instance level adaptivity, there are essentially two ways in which a workflow
instance can be modified:

� On-the-fly, i.e., while the workflow is running

� At entry time, i.e., when the new workflow instance begins executing

If the workflow change is at entry time, then transactionality considerations will not arise, since
the new workflow instance is simply executed. Hence we only consider the case of on-the-fly workflow
change.
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PROTOCOL FOR WORKFLOW ADAPTATION

Since a typical workflow in our FAS involves multiple agents/organizations interacting among
each other, adapting the workflow�either on-the-fly or at entry time�requires a well-defined protocol.
This will itself become a kind of "meta-workflow" that will be executed and monitored by the workflow
definer. Therefore our generic protocol is as follows:

� One of the participating agents feels the need for the workflow to be modified and informs the
workflow definer. Alternatively, this need could emerge directly from the workflow definer.

� The workflow definer initiates a multi-party negotiation among the participating agents. The
outcome of the negotiation is the new workflow, along with the modifications�task deletions and
task additions�needed for adapting the workflow.
% If the overall workflow is at the loose level, then the workflow definer will him/herself modify

the workflow via appropriate task aborts and roll-backs (discussed in detail below).
% If the overall workflow is at the medium level, then the FAS Administrator will have to approve

the modification before it can be implemented.
% For a sub-workflow at the loose level, the same task abort-and-rollback procedure will be

followed by the respective sub-workflow definer.
% Similarly, if any sub-workflow is at the medium level, then the respective sub-workflow

administrator will have to approve the modification. It is assumed that this will be part of the
multi-party negotiation process.

% This process is repeated for the sub-workflows of the sub-workflows and so on, recursively.

� The actual workflow adaptation is now ready to be implemented.

TASK ABORTS AND ROLL-BACKS

When a workflow has to be adapted mid-stream, several existing tasks may need to be aborted
or rolled back so that �replacement� tasks can be introduced. Given the distributed nature of
workflows in our FAS, this will need to be implemented in a cross-organizational manner. Hence we
extend the work of Vonk et al. [2000a, 2000b] and implement roll-backs in the following way:

� Only tasks that are in the ACTIVATED, SUSPENDED, DONE, or FAILED state (see section II)
can be rolled back. It is assumed that the rolling back activity is carried out by a compensating
task, which is also assumed to be defined along with every task. This compensating task can be
either fully or partially executed. (For example, a compensating task for a payment fulfillment
task, could be to reverse the payment by returning the money.)
% Hence we introduce two additional sub-states of the ACTIVATED state to denote a task that

is being rolled back:
T PARTIAL-ROLL, to denote a task that is partially rolling back (i.e., compensating)
T FULL-ROLL, to denote a task that is fully rolling back

� A task that has finished rolling back fully is deemed to be in the NOT-ACTIVATED state; i.e., it
is as if the task has not been executed at all.
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� Some tasks cannot be rolled back. For example, items that have been downloaded via the
Internet (such as music, documents in electronic format, software deliverables, etc.) cannot be
returned. In the physical world, industrial components that have been imperfectly manufactured
cannot be rolled back. In such situations, since compensating tasks cannot be defined, the
respective workflows will have to be adapted taking into account the change of state of the
repositories of the FAS and the participating agents in the workflow. This is, of course, a business
decision, and out of the scope of this paper, since it requires detailed research into workflow
semantics [Singh 1996].

Likewise, we implement aborts in the following way: 

� Only tasks that are in the NOT-ACTIVATED, ACTIVATED, or SUSPENDED state can be aborted,
provided this abortion does not permanently alter the states of the repositories of the FAS and
the participating agents in the workflow. For example, a payment fulfillment task cannot be
aborted if it has been successfully completed, since the repositories would already have recorded
the payment information; hence such a task needs to be rolled back by a compensating task,
which will reverse the payment and restore the original state of the Repository. As in the case of
task roll-backs, this is also a business decision, and out of the scope of this paper, requiring
detailed research into workflow semantics [Singh 1996]. Hence if a task abort does change the
states of the aforementioned repositories, then the respective workflows will need to be adapted
taking into account the changed repository states. How this will be done, however, is a business
decision depending on the individual workflows, and is out of the scope of this paper.

� An important point to note is that a task that is in either PARTIAL-ROLL or FULL-ROLL state
cannot be aborted.

� Let a task T need to be aborted (rolled back) in a workflow W. If, as a result of T aborting (resp.
rolling back), a sub-workflow of W is affected, then all tasks in the sub-workflow that are in NOT-
ACTIVATED, ACTIVATED, or SUSPENDED (resp. ACTIVATED, SUSPENDED, DONE, or
FAILED) states will also need to be aborted (resp. rolled back). 

For example, in the Adaptive & Flexible Workflow Example in section II, let us assume that
the Police Verification and Lawyer Verification tasks are performed as a separate sub-workflow
and that they are represented as a single task (let us call it �Overall Verification�) in the main
workflow. If this task is aborted, then, depending on the state of the Police Verification and
Lawyer Verification tasks, these tasks will have to be either aborted or rolled back. 
% If a task T' in the sub-workflow of W is in the DONE or FAILED state, and W is affected by

T aborting, then T' will need to be rolled back.
In our example, if the Police Verification task is in the DONE or FAILED state, and the

parent workflow is affected by the Overall Verification task aborting, then the Police
Verification task will need to be rolled back.

% If T' is in the NOT-ACTIVATED, ACTIVATED, or SUSPENDED state, and W is affected by
T rolling back, then T� will need to be aborted.

That is, if the Police Verification task is in the NOT-ACTIVATED, ACTIVATED, or
SUSPENDED state, then it will need to be aborted.

% If W is itself a sub-workflow of a workflow Y, then the tasks in Y that map to the sub-workflow
W will need to be aborted (resp. rolled back), subject to the same caveats described above
for the task T'. 
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For chained workflows, we will have a task in one workflow A accessing another task in a
workflow B. For the purposes of aborts and roll-backs, we will consider B as the sub-workflow of A,
and the same arguments described above will apply here.

For a pair of parallel synchronized workflows A and B, we will have the case where A and B will
�meet� at a synchronization point (typically, a route node). In this case, either workflow can play the
part of the sub-workflow. Typically, the workflow where the change is occurring first will be considered
the �parent� workflow; this change will trigger task aborts and roll-backs in the other sub-workflow.

ADMINISTRATION OF WORKFLOWS IN FAS

For the FAS Administrator, workflow administration (both macro and micro) is done in a manner
similar to that described in section II. The additional task in the administration lifecycle, is that of
maintenance (essentially, Role Management) of the Overall Role Graph of the FAS. This task is
carried out during Process Creation and Process Upgrade.

For each individual administrator, the administration lifecycle is the same as that of the FAS
Administrator. The only difference is that the individual administrator maintains his/her individual
Organizational Role Graph. This maintenance will need to be done in sync with the Role Graphs of
organizations above in the hierarchy, and also with the Overall Role Graph. 

Since our distributed workflow infrastructure has been designed to preserve the autonomy of
each organization, the individual administrator can upgrade his/her respective sub-workflows
independent of the other sub-workflows, as long as the upgrade information is propagated to the FAS
Administrator.

SECURITY CONSIDERATIONS

In this section, we extend the ideas presented in section II for adaptivity of workflows in our FAS,
i.e., workflows that are distributed and flexible, in the following way:

� At any level, the respective workflow definer is authorized to create/modify user/role and role/task
assignments, since he will always occupy the MaxRole role. However, if the (sub-)workflow is at
the medium level, this will require the approval of the respective workflow administrator.

� Since the workflow is distributed, we could have organizations as users executing certain tasks
and sub-workflows, instead of individual users (since the individual users will be directly assigned
by the organizations themselves).

� If we are to extend the algorithm of section II for distributed workflow, then the following steps
should be executed in order:
% Modifications in role/task assignments should be made starting at the global level (i.e., at the

Overall Role Graph), as per the algorithm of section II, and working downward to the
individual Organizational Role Graphs. Note that since some users could be organizations
instead of individuals, this would involve reallocating organizations to tasks and sub-
workflows.
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% This reallocation may necessitate reallocation of users within the individual organizations
executing their respective sub-workflows. Hence, based on this reallocation, the algorithm
of section II is again applied to all of the Organizational Role Graphs down the hierarchy, until
all of the Role Graphs up to and including all the leaf levels are covered.

% If there is a SSOD or DSOD constraint violation at any level in this hierarchy, all reallocations
up to and including this level are aborted, and an error message is signaled to the following:
˜ The workflow definer and workflow administrator at that level, and
˜ All workflow definers and workflow administrators at parent levels, all the way up to the

global workflow definer and the FAS Administrator.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We have described our idea of a Flexible Agent Society (FAS), an extension of the Contractual
Agent Society (CAS) work [Dellarocas 2000; Dellarocas and Klein 1999] and our earlier work on
agent-oriented adaptive workflow [Narendra 1999, 2000, 2001a, 2001b, 2001c, 2001d]. We have also
shown how adaptive workflows and multi-agent interactions can be seamlessly integrated and
modeled in the FAS. The major contributions are incorporation of security (specifically, role-based
access control) and transactional aspects of adaptive and distributed workflows into the FAS.

There are several opportunities for future work:

� Implementation and experimentation:  The FAS needs to be implemented and tested on various
usage scenarios. An evaluation should be conducted of the need for  enhancements to the
workflow model depicted in Figures 1 and 2 to include additional states for handling errors/
exceptions and other types of conditional branches as described in van der Aalst et al. [2000]
(e.g., XOR branches, M-out-of-N branches, etc.). 

The other important research issue is task aborts and roll-backs. As explained in section V,
certain tasks cannot be rolled back (resp. aborted) and their execution (resp. abortion) could
permanently alter the state of the repositories of the FAS and the individual agents. For such a
problem, research needs to be done on how to "recover" the repository states so that the
workflow can be adapted successfully. This is a problem that requires more investigation into
workflow semantics [Singh 1996].

� Policies and Trust Management:  The functionality of the Reputation service should be extended
to more fully implement trust management [Herzberg et al. 2000].  A related and very important
research area is that of Policies. Our architecture needs to be enhanced to include support for
specifying, executing and checking the RBAC policies for flexible workflows, borrowing ideas from
[Damianou et al. 2001].

� Distributed Service Management:  The functionality of the Monitoring & Simulation module needs
to be extended, especially developing techniques for distributed service management [Sahai et
al. 2000].

� Distributed Workflow Administration:  We have briefly described the administration lifecycle for
the individual workflow administrators and the FAS Administrator. This functionality needs to be
specified in more detail. This will also need to be integrated with Distributed Service
Management.
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� Multi-Agent Conversations:  We touched upon multi-agent conversations in an FAS, preferring
instead to investigate the architectural underpinnings of workflow definition and execution, while
classifying multi-agent conversations as micro-workflows.  However, multi-agent conversations
being much more dynamic than workflows, they need to be modeled in a different way. We are
currently working on developing an appropriate modeling mechanism for multi-agent
conversations�with special emphasis on adaptivity and transactionality (similar to that described
in section V for macro-workflows)�that is consistent with our FAS approach [Narendra 2002].
We also intend to use this approach in defining appropriate protocols for automating Distributed
Workflow Administration, with emphasis on process upgrade.

� Contract Specification Languages:  As described in Dellarocas [2000], there is a need to develop
appropriate contract specification languages that can be used in matchmaking and to link them
to the goals to be met by the collaboration.
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